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Klord
 Prologue: the Hayden is nearing the Dairt Star cluster. A "package" of bio cultures and technological artifacts has been received and is currently being examined by the CSO and CEO
     
Klord
 <<<begin mission>>>
 
CO Cutter
 ::on the bridge::

EO Davidson
 ::running routine diagnostics on the Warp Core::
 
CO Cutter
 FCO:  ETA to the planet?
   
CSO Lys
 :: in the SCI lab examining the package ::
   
XO Skye
 ::Going over information on the species they would encounter::

CMO Cutter
 ::in her office, doin' the report thing::

FCO Knight
 CO: Five hours, Cap'n.
 
CO Cutter
 ::nods::  FCO:  Very well
   
CSO Lys
 :: removes one of the culture containers and runs a scan ::

CEO Michaels
 ::going through all the cool new toys::  CSO: This is the stuff I live for, new thingies to play with.  ::grins as he looks at an artifact::  I wonder what this one does...::contemplates pushing a button on the side::
 
CO Cutter
 XO:  Make a note Sam... we're going to have to pick a new CTO...  start thinking about it.
   
CSO Lys
 :: not even looking up :: CEO:  Please don't kill us Commander
   
XO Skye
 ::Looks up briefly.:: CO: New CTO?  Okay... :: nods:: Aye.

CEO Michaels
 ::sighs and scans the artifact::  CSO: No sense of adventure...
 
CO Cutter
 XO:  In the meantime, if we go to an alert status, I'd like you to man weapons.
   
CSO Lys
 :: setting down the container and reaching for another, Talan suddenly sneezes :: CEO: Excuse me, must be the dust
 
MO Bishop
 ::heads into sickbay with her coffee and danish nearly gone::
   
XO Skye
 ::Chokes:: CO: ME, Jason?  Not like it's been years since I've fired weapons.
 
CO Cutter
 ::grins::  XO:  Yeah... and you sucked at it back then....  think of it as practice.

CEO Michaels
 ::sneezes::  CSO: This is a science lab, it's not supposed to have dust.  ::sniffles and rubs his nose as he accidentally hits the button on the artifact::
   
CSO Lys
 CEO:  I just want to live to tell about any adventures, that's all.
   
XO Skye
 CO: Practice?  Oh that's lovely.......
 
CO Cutter
 XO:  Whiner!
   
CSO Lys
 :: ducks quickly, not knowing what the device is ::

EO Davidson
 ::puts the results to a PADD and heads out of engineering:: Self: Perfect.....I love it when everything is perfect ::smiles and enters the TL to the bridge::
   
XO Skye
 CO: If I recall that was YOUR nickname back then.
 
CO Cutter
 *CMO*  Keely....  snookums....  love....  I've been reading on the Tolarfa.... says here that the senior member of the party can have a designee perform the ritual greeting....  isn't that GREAT news!
 
CO Cutter
 XO:  Only in YOUR physics class.

CEO Michaels
 ::the artifact goes pop, and then fizz, and emits a light::  CSO: Well that could have been nasty.  ::puts it down and picks up another one::
   
XO Skye
 CO: Well my physics class was the only one that counted.

CEO Michaels
 ::blinks back the watering eyes::  CSO: I think I'm allergic to something in here.
   
CSO Lys
 :: slowly stands :: CEO:  Perhaps you didn't hear me when I asked that you don't press the button ::wipes his eyes with his sleeve stifling another sneeze ::
 
CO Cutter
 ::mutters::  Yeah.... it counted for headaches and heartburn

CMO Cutter
 ::closes her eyes briefly, wondering when she was going to actually get some sleep:: *CO* Jason.. honey.. dearest.. man who knows waaaay better if he hopes to live...
 
MO Bishop
:: overhears the CO and CMO and chuckles softly to herself::

CMO Cutter
 *CO* Don't even think about it, hmmmmm?
   
CSO Lys
 CEO:  Maybe...   Computer:  Scan SCI Lab 1 and identify any unknown compounds or known allergens  :: scratches at his arm ::
 
CO Cutter
 *CMO*  Awwww.... honey....  think of it as taking a personal interest in the mission... being a key component to a worldwide peace.  Doesn't that sound swell!   ::grins::

FCO Knight
 ::Watches the stars whizz by on the viewscreen::

CEO Michaels
 ::scratches the back of his neck as he examines a new artifact, this one seeming to be a phase welder of some sort::

EO Davidson
 ::Waits in the TL:: *CEO*: Monthly Warp Core status report is done. Shall I take a copy to the captain?
   
CSO Lys
 :: a violent sneeze almost throwing him to the ground ::  CEO: I don't think this is good
   
XO Skye
 ::Gets up from her seat before Jason gets any more wonderful ideas.::

CMO Cutter
 *CO* It does.  Which is why I can't even THINK to take such a special honour away from you dear. ::kinda with that steel thing in her voice::

CEO Michaels
 ::sneeze::  *EO*: Yeah ::sneeze::  that'd be good.  ::sniffle::  Michaels  ::sneeze::  out.
 
CO Cutter
 *CMO*  Well...  I appreciate that, but I love you so much, that I'll give you the chance.  I'm just that kind of guy.

EO Davidson
 *CEO*: Sir? Are you all right? ::enters the bridge::
   
CSO Lys
 :: three rapid sneezes as he continues to itch all over :: CEO: I think we need medical help... now

CEO Michaels
 ::tilts his head up to look at the CSO through the slits that remain from his eyes swelling up::  CSO: Ya think...::sneeze::

CMO Cutter
 *CO* It's a darn good thing I know you are joking... DEAR.
 
MO Bishop
 ::looks at the CMO:: CMO: Sir, won't they be insulted if our.."leader" so to speak... doesn't perform the ritual himself... I don't think it would look good coming from anyone otherwise...::gives her a knowing grin::
 
CO Cutter
 ::grins and closes the circuit:::
   
CSO Lys
 *CMO*  Medical Emergency in SCI Lab 1 - some sort of extreme allergic reactions  :: settles to the ground, scratching his back against the table ::

CEO Michaels
 ::scratches the back of his neck urgently with the hand that's holding the phase welder::  *EO*: Actually  ::sneeze::  no...::sniffle, sneeze::...We could use...::sneeze::  a Doctor down here.  ::really big sneeze::

CMO Cutter
 ::grins at her MO:: MO: You are going to go far here!

CMO Cutter
 *CSO* Understood.

EO Davidson
 *CMO*: Medical Emergency to Science Lab 1
 
MO Bishop
 ::smirks:: CMO: Of course...

CMO Cutter
 ::exits her office:: MO: Medical beam out please
   
CSO Lys
 :: sneezes hard and hits his head against the table - swears under his breath ::  CEO: That didn't help at all

CMO Cutter
 ::waits in sickbay for the beam in::

EO Davidson
 *CEO*: Hang tight commander.
   
CSO Lys
 Self: Why isn’t the computer giving me my scan results.  :: sneezing and itching and watering and whatever ::

CEO Michaels
 ::sneezes in the direction of the CSO and forgets to cover his mouth::  CSO: Thorry...::sniffle...itches some more, blinking his eyes frantically::
 
MO Bishop
 CMO: Right... standing by Doctor
 
MO Bishop
 :;readies biobeds and tricorders::

EO Davidson
 ::cuts the comm walks around to the Captain:: CO: Morning sir. Here is the monthly warp core status reports.  Perfect yet again. ::smiles::
 
CO Cutter
 EO:  Very well Mr. Davidson...  thank you.

CMO Cutter
 ::prepares some hypos with antihistamine for the allergic reactions::

EO Davidson
 CO: No problem sir. Aim to please. ::goes over to the Engineering Console and sits down::

FCO Knight
 ::looks over the flight scanners to check the Hayden's distance to its destination::
 
CO Cutter
 ::frowns as he reads the report::  EO:  Mr. Davidson... what is this about the gel packs?
   
CSO Lys
 :: itches his arm so much that he actually has drawn a bit of blood ::
     
Klord
 Action: the CSO and CEO beam into the sickbay

EO Davidson
 ::looks over at the captain:: CO: Sir?

CEO Michaels
 ::transports mid-sneeze, only to manage directing it all over the CMO::
 
MO Bishop
 ::watches a pair of officer beam in and heads to them right away::
 
CO Cutter
 EO:  According to this report, there is a problem with the gel packs.  What's this all about?

CMO Cutter
 ::moves to the CSO and CEO, giving them an antihistamine to start with::

CMO Cutter
 CSO/CEO: What were you two doing??
   
CSO Lys
 CEO: Oh... that transporter beam felt good...  like itch relief all over

EO Davidson
 CO: I personally checked all the gel packs 2 weeks ago and found nothing wrong.
 
MO Bishop
 CSO: That's a nasty scratch you got there... what happened?

CMO Cutter
 ::rubs at her eyes and then tucks a strand of hair behind her ear::
 
CO Cutter
 EO:  As a matter of fact, this report says that gel pack output is down .8%.  Why is that?

CEO Michaels
 CMO: Justh playing wif new toyths.  ::squints at her::
   
CSO Lys
 MO: Not sure :: sneeze::  Alien artifacts  :: sneeze sneeze ::  study - quick reaction

CMO Cutter
 CEO: Uh huh.. ::looks at scans:: Toys from where?

EO Davidson
 CO: Checking ::runs a diagnostic on the Gel Packs::

CMO Cutter
 ::sneezes:: CEO/CSO: Excuse me.  Sorry.

EO Davidson
 Computer: Run a Diagnostic on the Gel Pack System
 
MO Bishop
 ::shields herself:: CSO: Okay... ::injects him with a strong antihistamine::
 
CO Cutter
 EO:  You seem to have a funny description of a perfect report.  I suggest you get to the bottom of this Mr. Davidson.
   
CSO Lys
 :: hears the CMO sneeze :: CMO: I think :: sneeze :: we may want to quarantine...  if you :: sneeze :: sneeze again that is

CMO Cutter
 CEO/CSO: any strange readings from the artifacts that I should know about?

EO Davidson
 CO: That's strange....computer is confirming the Drop....this is weird.
 
MO Bishop
 CSO: This should help for the moment...::takes a blood sample to begin working on a cure

CMO Cutter
 ::squints as her eyes tear up, sneezes again::
   
CSO Lys
 MO:  Um, not really doctor... it is getting worse still

CEO Michaels
 CMO: Well there wasth a pop and a fizzthsz from one thsing.  ::sniffles and wipes his nose on his sleeve::
 
MO Bishop
 ::feels her nostrils close over and her eyes water:: MO: OH my...
 
MO Bishop
 ::wipes her eyes in her sleeve::

CMO Cutter
 ::squints:: MO: Damn.  Isolate Sickbay.  This thing spreads too quickly.  Set up a quarantine.
   
CSO Lys
 Computer:  Lock down SCI Lab 01 - isolate from the rest of the ship and engage level 1 quarantine fields

CEO Michaels
 ::scratches violently at the back of his neck::  CSO: Thisth is all your fsthault...
     
Klord
 Action: Environmental isolation claxons sound in Med

CMO Cutter
 ::eyes watering, scratching absently at her arms::
   
CSO Lys
 CEO:  I didn't push the button
 
MO Bishop
 ::nods:: CMO: right away.... Computer, erect a level 5 quarantine around sickbay.

EO Davidson
 ::sits and thinks:: Self: That's it......Computer: Scan Science Lab 1 and Compare the results against the current gel pack drop. Is there any discrepancy?

CMO Cutter
 *CO* Jason... we've just quarantined sickbay.
   
CSO Lys
 MO:  Doctor Bishop... perhaps...  well, you know I'm an empath - maybe I can heal you  :: sneezes ::

CEO Michaels
 ::sniffles as tears stream down his face from the watering eyes::
 
CO Cutter
 ::startled::  *CMO*  Why?

EO Davidson
 ::looks at the CO::

CMO Cutter
 *CO* ::Sneezes again:: Fast acting… something.  Allergic reactions. ::her words garbled::
 
CO Cutter
 *CMO*  Keely?  Are you...  ::doubles over, clutching his side::
   
CSO Lys
 :: rapid fit of  sneezing, he practically falls of the biobed he is balanced on, trying to reach all the itchy areas ::
 
MO Bishop
 ::watches him sneeze:: CSO: Doesn't that work only when your well yourself?

CEO Michaels
 ::sneezes violently jumping back a foot in the process::
     
Klord
 <Computer> There appears to be no correlation between the gel packs and the science lab.

CMO Cutter
 *CO* Jathon?  ::chokes and sneezes again::

EO Davidson
 ::jumps up:: Computer: Erect a Level 3 containment field around the bridge.
   
CSO Lys
 MO:  I'm really not sure :: wipes at his eyes :: but it is worth a try
 
CO Cutter
 ::gasps a little::  *CMO*  Keely... are you alright?

EO Davidson
 ::goes to the captain:: CO: Captain Cutter....You all right?
 
MO Bishop
 ::nods with a grin:: CSO: Well it worked the last time... to some degree.... why not? ::shrugs and looks at him:: so what do I do?

CEO Michaels
 ::rubs his back against the edge of a biobed like a bear, trying to get at an itch::

FCO Knight
 ::Raises an eyebrow to all of the commotion going on about him::

EO Davidson
 ::helps the captain to his command chair::
 
CO Cutter
 ::waves off the EO and moves to his chair::  EO:  I'm okay Jay
   
CSO Lys
 MO: Just come over here and hold my hands - I would get up but I'm having problems seeing :: sneezes ::

CMO Cutter
 *CO* Having a small.. ah.. ::sneeze:: reaction here.  Fine.  ::still stumbling on the words and sounds:: You aren't sounding good.... are you... otay?
 
CO Cutter
 *CMO*  I'm okay Keely... just some kind of...  ::doubles over again and cries out::

EO Davidson
 CO: Captain I think we should seal off all sensitive areas of the ship.....I have erected a Level 3 containment field around the bridge.

FCO Knight
 ::Has the controls to OPS transferred to one of his CONN consoles::
   
XO Skye
 ::Almost jumps:: Jason??
 
MO Bishop
 ::nods and wipes her eyes again... sniffling:: CSO: Very well then... ::takes his hands::
 
CO Cutter
 XO:  ::strained::  Pain in my side....

CMO Cutter
 *CO* JASON! ::goes to leave sickbay for the bridge but, oh, quarantine::

EO Davidson
 ::runs to the tac console and grabs the emergency med kit::
   
XO Skye
 ::Heads over quickly.....looking around for a medical tricorder.::
   
CSO Lys
 :: feeling Jerlia take his hands he has to fight to keep hold of them, that itch on his chest getting so strong, he tries to focus and complete the circle... ::

FCO Knight
 Self: I may have to pull double duty today. ::Sighs::

EO Davidson
 ::grabs the med tricorder and does a scan of the captain::
   
XO Skye
 *CMO*: I'm going to scan Jason and send the scans to SB.  Tell me what to do.

CMO Cutter
 *XO* What the heck is going on up there?!

CEO Michaels
 ::tries to take a few steps sneezing all the way but only manages to trip over the CMO and fall to the floor::  Outh.
   
CSO Lys
 :: fighting the sneezes, fighting the itches, he tries to concentrate, tries to ignore the distractions ::

EO Davidson
 XO:I have the med kit already commander

CMO Cutter
 *XO* Fine.  Waiting for the scans.

CMO Cutter
 ::goes to the console, waiting for the scan::
   
XO Skye
 ::Finds a tricorder and scans Jason......:: EO: Thank you, but I think I've got it.

EO Davidson
 XO: Scan indicate kidney stones
   
CSO Lys
 ~~~ :: so soft she barely hears it ::  MO:  Can't..... distractions..... center cannot hold.....  ~~~
 
MO Bishop
 ::feels the CSO touch her mind... withdraws at first but settles in... she's done this before::
 
CO Cutter
 EO:  ::strained voice::  Jay... thanks, but find out what's going on with the gel packs... we need them at 100%
   
XO Skye
 *CMO*: Seeing these scans, what should I do?

EO Davidson
 ::nods:: CO: Aye. I will do my best.

CMO Cutter
 *XO* Kidney stones?  Lovely.  ::swears under her breath::

EO Davidson
 XO: Commander...I have sealed the Bridge off.....and all other sensitive areas of the ship.
   
CSO Lys
 :: lets go :: MO: I can't... I can't do it  :: scratches vigorously ::
   
XO Skye
 EO: Are you in charge here, Lt.?  The CO and I are both here.......We are capable of making those decisions.
 
MO Bishop
 CSO: It's alright... I'll try and come up with something the old fashioned way...::winks and sniffles again as she heads for the console::

FCO Knight
 Self: This ship is turning into a hospi'al

EO Davidson
 XO: No ma’am.....But it looked like something was wrong.....and I thought.....I thought I was doing the right thing
 
CO Cutter
 ::can't help but grin as the XO rounds on Davidson... mutters::  God help you Mr. Davidson
   
CSO Lys
 MO:  The artifacts :: sneeze ::  from the Tolafra and the Sressih  :: sneeze sneeze itch sneeze ::  maybe they are the root cause...
   
XO Skye
 EO: Well next time, don't think.  Ask first......That's why we're here....

CEO Michaels
 ::scratches his arm and sneezes at the same time, succeeding in hitting himself in the face::  CSO: The sthide effectsh are worsth than the sthymptompths...

EO Davidson
 XO: Yes Ma'am. I thought I was doing the right thing....we don’t need anyone else sick with something
 
MO Bishop
 CSO: Artifacts huh?...::runs a check on an antidote for allergies to Earth Canine and feline species::
   
CSO Lys
 CEO:  I don't much like any :: sneeze :: of it
   
XO Skye
 EO: I'm telling you it wasn't for you to think or act and I'm sure if the CO wasn't incapacitated, he'd agree with me.  Don't let it happen again, Lt.

CMO Cutter
 ::scowls:: *XO* Not a lot you can do.  Give him a painkiller and keep monitoring him.  If he gets worse beam him to sickbay, quarantine be damned!

CMO Cutter
 ::gritting her teeth::

EO Davidson
 XO: Yes Ma'am
   
XO Skye
 *CMO*: Understood.......
   
XO Skye
 ::Looks at the med-kit:: *CMO*: Um.....which is a pain killer?

EO Davidson
 Computer: What is the current status of the gel packs efficiency?

CMO Cutter
 ::takes a breath, turning red, still coughing, scratching and getting ticked:: *XO* try Rexalin or  Morphenolog
   
XO Skye
 *CMO*: Gotcha.......

FCO Knight
 XO: With all due respect, Commander, Mr. Davidson was simply lookin' out for us. Cut 'im some slack f' that, ma'am?
   
XO Skye
 ::Finds rexalin and injects the CO.:: CO: That should help, Jason.
     
Klord
 <Computer> gel pack efficiency is 99.7 %

CMO Cutter
 *XO* and Sam, I don't want to tell you your job, but you might want to halt the ship until I get the allergic reaction figured out.  Its caused by something brought here from the planet we are going to.  I'd rather have it figured out before the rest of the ship end up in contact with the planet.  Just a suggestion though.

FCO Knight
 ::Monitors ship's course and speed while awaiting the XO's reply::
 
CO Cutter
 ::leans back in relief...:::   XO:  Thanks Sam....   I think the FCO was giving you instruction in command style.  ::grins::
   
XO Skye
 FCO: Mr. Knight......I can understand that, but it doesn't make his actions correct......Or your questioning of my actions........
   
XO Skye
 FCO: Let's get that straight now.....
   
CSO Lys
 :: itching and sneezing and itching and sneezing ::
 
MO Bishop
 ::finds some possible cures for canine and feline allergies::
   
XO Skye
 *CMO*: It's that bad down there?

CEO Michaels
 *XO*: YESTHPSTHS!!!

CMO Cutter
 *XO* Yeah, actually.  It is.  And it could be really awful if this ends up spread through the rest of the ship.  Give me time to figure out an antihistamine that will actually work

CEO Michaels
 ::sneezes violently several times over the comm::

FCO Knight
 XO: I didn't question them, nor instructin' ya; as the Cap'n says. I'm just askin' you to let up on 'im.

XO Skye
 FCO: All Stop......And it's not your place to ask, Lt.  If you have a problem with my leadership, then there's a proper way to talk to me about it.......And that wasn't it.
 
CO Cutter
 ::angry::  FCO:  Check your job description Mr. Knight.  Sharing your opinion of command style is not in it.  Mind your helm and keep your requests to yourself.  Is that clear Mister?
   
CSO Lys
 CEO:  What if :: sneeze :: we increase the sensitivity of the :: stops to itch :: biofilters on the transporter :: sneezes and itches ::
   
XO Skye
 *CMO*: You have your all stop.......Let me know if you are able to make any progress......so I can inform the planet.
 
MO Bishop
 ::gives the CSO a dose of the anti-allergy she found::

CMO Cutter
 *XO* I'll keep you posted.
   
XO Skye
 ::Sighs imperceptibly.:: <w>CO: Thanks, Jason.

CEO Michaels
 ::shrugs, which causes an itch on his shoulder::  CSO: Worth a shphot.

CMO Cutter
 ::leaning over the counsel, still sneezing, being miserable::

EO Davidson
 ::sits at the Engineering station and keeps quiet and hopes no one else talks to him and keeping his mouth shut::

FCO Knight
 ::Inputs all stop into the CONN:: CO/XO: :With a bit of spice:: Yes, sir and ma'am. All stop, aye. ::Scowls a bit as he faces the screen::

CMO Cutter
 MO: Have we gotten anywhere at all with this? ::scratching at her arms::

CEO Michaels
 ::makes his way to a console and through squinty eyes reprograms the biofliters on the transporters::
 
CO Cutter
 XO:  <w>  He's a good helmsman Sam...  he's working on that discipline thingy.
   
XO Skye
 OPS: Com the planet.......inform them of our situation and that we will be detained.  We'll keep them posted as we have more information.

EO Davidson
 ::looks over at the FCO::
 
MO Bishop
 CSO: Here, let's see how this works... it's something I found in the database for Earth’s canine and feline species... it might work
 
MO Bishop
 CMO: I'm still trying doctor...
   
CSO Lys
 :: waits to see what happens ::

EO Davidson
 ::taps his comm badge and whispers lightly:: *FCO*: I owe you a drink for that

CMO Cutter
 ::nods:: MO: I figured.  It was a nice thought though
   
XO Skye
 ::Nods to the CO.:: <w>CO: I do understand....I guess we're just finding our "legs" in some ways.
   
CSO Lys
 MO: It feels a little better  :: sneezes again ::

FCO Knight
 *EO* Anytime, mate. Anytime.

EO Davidson
 Computer: Can you tell me what the cause of the drop in efficiency is in the Gel Packs?

CEO Michaels
 CSO: All reprogrammed.  ::sneeze, sniffle::  Sthiencsth-typesth firstht.  ::scratches::
 
MO Bishop
 ::nods:: CSO: right... well then no dice I guess... I'll keep trying....::heads back to the drawing board and looks at the blood samples from the CEO and CSO::
   
CSO Lys
 CEO:  Guess I'm the :: sneeze :: test subject   :: stands wobbly ::

EO Davidson
 ::checks the Gel Pack systems again:: XO: Having trouble racking down the Gel Pack Problem.

CMO Cutter
 ::leans over the console, trying to work on the breathing thing while her skin crawls and she sneezes constantly::

CEO Michaels
 ::energizes the transporter, letting Lys's pattern sit in the buffer for a few seconds before rematerializing him::
   
CSO Lys
 :: loves the itch relief of the beam ::
   
XO Skye
 EO: Well keep me posted......Any progress should be reported immediately.
     
Klord
 <Computer> Unable to comply, insufficient data

CMO Cutter
 *XO* I need to ask... Is he doing any better?

EO Davidson
 XO: Aye ::says it quickly and sharply::

XO Skye
 *CMO*: I'm sorry. I should have let you know sooner.......He's not in pain.....The stone seems to be working its way out.

EO Davidson
 ::tries to isolate the effected gel packs::

CEO Michaels
 CSO: ::sneeze:: Feeling better?  ::sneeze::

CMO Cutter
 ::nods to herself:: *XO* Its okay.  I just needed to ask.  Thanks.
   
CSO Lys
 :: as soon as he rematerializes the itching returns :: CEO: No :: sneeze :: pe
   
XO Skye
 *CMO*: You're more than welcome.  I'll keep you posted if things change.

CMO Cutter
 *XO* I'd appreciate that

CEO Michaels
 ::scratches his head, more at the itch than thinking::
 
MO Bishop
 ::fights the urge to itch herself as she works busily::
   
CSO Lys
 :: sits down on the floor and tries to center himself again and cure this danged allergy ::
 
CO Cutter
 *CMO*  Sorry Keely....   how are you doing?

EO Davidson
 ::runs a isolation scan of each gel pack trying to isolate the problem and contain it::

CMO Cutter
 *CO* I'm fine. ::sneezes, ruining the 'healthy' impression she was trying to make::  Just making sure you were okay is all.
 
CO Cutter
 *CMO*  You don't sound so good....  you wouldn't lie to me, would you?
     
Klord
 <computer> Working...ETA to completion 8.54 hrs
   
CSO Lys
 :: his focus broken by sneezes and itches and watery eyes, he fails again ::

MO Bishop
 ::can't stand it any longer:: Computer: Computer, set up a cool milk bath near biobed 2.

CMO Cutter
 *CO* Me?  Never.  ::attempting to sound as good as possible while itching and rubbing her eyes::
 
CO Cutter
 XO:  You have the bridge Sam...  I'm going to my quarters

EO Davidson
 Computer: Contain the scan to critical systems and run scan. Time to completion?
   
XO Skye
 CO: I promised the CMO I'd keep an eye on you.  What about your ready room instead?
 
CO Cutter
 *CMO*  Liar face....  I'm going to our quarters to rest....
 
MO Bishop
 ::points to the bath:: CSO/CEO: Okay who's first?  ::watches as a bath tub materializes next to the biobed::
 
CO Cutter
 XO:  Quarters Sam...   I don't need a Keely nursemaid
   
XO Skye
 CO: Need and want are two different things, Jase.
     
Klord
 <Computer> ETA to completion 4.78 hrs

CMO Cutter
 *CO* Takes one to know one.  Do me a favour and sleep on your couch in your RR?  I'd prefer to have Sam be able to keep an eye on you in case there is a complication, Jase.  Please?
   
XO Skye
 ::Smirks at the CO.::
 
CO Cutter
 ::walks to the TL::  XO:  I'll be in my quarters Sam....  try not to worry Mom.  ::TL doors slide shut::

CEO Michaels
 CSO: Flip ya ::sneeze:: for it.

EO Davidson
 XO: Commander......I am having the computer run a isolation scan of the gel packs in the critical systems to track down the problem. 4.78 hours for it to complete
   
CSO Lys
 CEO:  Just go and hurry up already :: itches ::
   
XO Skye
 CO: HEY!  ::Groans::

CEO Michaels
 ::quickly gets in the bath and sighs relaxing as the itching goes away::

FCO Knight
 ::Exhales::
 
CO Cutter
 *CMO*  Keely!!!  You and Sam are way too high on the pain in the butt meter when you get together, you know that?  I'm going to OUR quarters....  when you get free, come on down and I'll scratch your itches.   ::Grins::

CMO Cutter
 ::slides down onto the floor, back to the console, groaning::
   
XO Skye
 EO: Well see if you can beat the computer, Lt.......
 
MO Bishop
 ::looks to the CSO:: CSO: If you can hang in there for 5 more minutes... then you can have a turn

EO Davidson
 XO: Ma’am.....it will take me 3 or 4 times that to go around the ship and complete the scan manually

CMO Cutter
 ::closes her eyes:: *CO* I'm not trying to double team you Jason.  I'm just worried because I can't DO anything to fix it for you.
   
XO Skye
 EO: Well you might get lucky......see what you can do.
 
CO Cutter
 *CMO*  Love you too dear....  see you when you get home.  Bodie will nursemaid me.

CEO Michaels
 ::glares at the MO::  5 minutes?!   That's it?  ::Sneezes::

EO Davidson
 XO: Aye....but I am only a humanoid

CMO Cutter
 ::swears over the comm at him::
   
XO Skye
 EO: Only humanoids get lucky.......computer's don’t
   
CSO Lys
 :: nods ::  MO: But I want fresh milk  :: itches ::
 
CO Cutter
 ::grins::  *CMO*  And I think the world of you too honey.
 
MO Bishop
 ::begins to itch herself:: CEO: I'm being generous... that is unless you'd like it cut down to 3...
 
CO Cutter
 *CMO*  Keely, I promise... first sign of pain, I'll call....  okay?
 
MO Bishop
 CSO: Oh sure... I'll milk Besty now for you.... ::rolls her eyes::

EO Davidson
 XO: Ma'am? What do you mean by Humanoids get "Lucky"
   
XO Skye
 *EO*: That luck doesn't work for computers

CEO Michaels
 ::sticks his tongue out at her...then gets caught mid-sneeze wrinkling his face up::

CMO Cutter
 *CO* You'd better. ::her skin crawling::

EO Davidson
 ::laughs::

FCO Knight
 Self: This'll be one doozy of a report...
 
CO Cutter
 *CMO*  And you take care of yourself girl.  No "tough doctor" act....  okay?
   
CSO Lys
 :: starts to laugh, but then sneezes... and itches... the sneezes while itching... then his eyes water.....  ::

CEO Michaels
 ::reluctantly gets out and lets the CSO have a turn, the itching quickly returning::

CMO Cutter
 *CO* Me?  I'd never do something like that.  I'm fine Jason.
 
CO Cutter
 ::rolls his eyes...  she is SUCH a bad liar::
     
Klord
 <<<Pause Mission>>>

